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Outline
• West Vancouver Lab – a brief history
• Science Enterprise Centre Concept
• Pacific Science Enterprise Centre infrastructure, partners,
science research themes.
• Opening the doors to government research and collaboration –
challenges and barriers
• Highlight on Design of a comprehensive multipurpose building
• Next steps
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West Vancouver Lab – A Brief History
• Preliminary archeological research indicates the site was likely
used by FN.
• The West Vancouver Lab was used as a cannery operation from
the late 1890s‐1968. (documentary by Gary Prendergast)
• The Millerd family subsequently sold the land to the
government to be used for aquatic research
• The site had many operating partners throughout the tenure
and was on the divestiture list for decades until the most
recent SEC initiative
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SEC Concept and Key Objectives
The Science Enterprise Centre (SEC) is a pathfinder initiative for DFO and the
Government of Canada (GoC), and could lead in defining and instituting
collaborative approaches to science research and outreach for the GoC
The SEC initiative has four defined objectives:
 To establish world‐class, innovative, multi‐partner collaboration that advances the DFO science
mandate and expands science knowledge in Canada.
 To design a comprehensive, multi‐purpose facility that will foster an adaptive environment that will
accommodate the particular needs of scientists, partners, and the public.
 To forge a new partnership with First Nations and Indigenous groups that will help shape and
influence Scientific Endeavors.
 To create a comprehensive outreach strategy to open science to Canadians and to invite the public
to contribute to scientific endeavours.
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Where are they???
• The Atlantic Science Enterprise Centre has been established in
Moncton and the Pacific Science Enterprise Centre has been
established at the West Vancouver Laboratory Site
• Initial facility upgrades have taken place, partnerships are being
established, and research and outreach initiatives are under
development.
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Pacific Science Enterprise Centre Insfrastructure
• Indoor and outdoor tanks
• Freshwater ‐ three sources:
• Well water 2 excellent quality wells ~400L/min
• Cypress Creek ~80 L/min
• Dechlorinated city water
• Saltwater max 8000L/min
• Redundant pumps, lines
• Intake at 20 m (28‐32 ‰)
• Deep water dock
• Artificial stream channels, swim chambers & exercise troughs
• Dry labs, wet labs, offices & conference rooms
• Proximity to industry and two universities
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PSEC - Partnerships
• Science Partners Team (5 meetings 2017‐8)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

DFO (three members and the chair)
Academic Representatives (UBC, SFU)
Vancouver Aquarium (CORI)
Pacific Salmon Foundation
Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil‐Waututh First Nations
West Vancouver Stream Keepers
Marine Industry (Nuytco Research)
Freshwater Fisheries Society of BC.

Community Leadership Team (2 meetings 2017‐18)
–
–
–
–

Pamela Goldsmith‐Jones (Chair ‐ MP)
Mike Smith (Mayor)
Community Leaders
Senior Representatives from Three F/N
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PSEC - Partnerships
• Three First Nations:
– Tseil‐Waututh
– Squamish
– Musqueam

• Represented on the Science Partners Team and Community
Leadership Team.
• Science Collaboration and Traditional Ecological Knowledge:
– Burrard Inlet Action Plan.
– Local stream monitoring program (temperature, sediment, salmonid
habitat features).

• Science Education:
– Youth engagement, “classes at the lab”.
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PSEC - Science Themes
•

Sustainable Aquaculture:
¾ Impacts – siting regs., benthic recovery (fallowing), sea lice control.
¾ Technology – containment strategies, alt. species, strain development.
¾ Fish Culture – culture/wild interactions, fitness and environmental influences,
pathogens.

•

Healthy Aquatic Resources and Ecosystems:
¾ Wild Salmon Populations – genetic variation (coho), adaptive capacities (Fraser
sockeye), age @ maturity (chinook), life histories (interior steelhead).
¾ Climate Change – altered nearshore, estuarine and migration habitats (water
level, temperature, habitat alteration), food sources (cetaceans).
¾ Urbanization ‐ technology to sustain habitat productivity, mitigate shipping
impacts (noise, invasive species).

•

Habitat Management/Restoration:
¾ Urbanization ‐ microplastics, endocrine disruptors, sewage
¾ Industrial – foodchain biomagnification, wood‐waste
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Opening the doors to Government Research
•

Collaboration:
•

•
•

•

Community Involvement:
•
•
•
•

•

Research Centres:
• Coastal Oceans Research Institute (CORI)
• Centre for Aquatic Health Science (CAHS)
Universities – UBC Land and Food Systems (aquaculture)
Industry:
• Nuytco Research
• Western Canada Marine Response Corporation (WCMRC)
• Feed Companies (Taplow, EWOS, Skretting)
Community Science – Streamkeepers Programs
West Vancouver Premier Environmental Science Academy (West van Public School Pilot)
Ocean School
Tours and Focus Groups

Technology:
•
•

Remote Sensing Applied Technology – whale tracking, vessel noise, fish behaviour
Undersea Exploration Innovation – submersibles
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PSEC Barriers to Collaboration
• Throughout the process of establishing the SEC there have been many barriers as the GoC
is adapting to opening the doors to government research. Here are a few key issues:
1.

Financial
–
–
–
–

2.

Infrastructure
–
–
–
–

3.

Source of funds (DFO; partners) beyond existing Science allocation for activities at WVL
Mechanism(s) to flow of funds to non‐federal partners
Attributing infrastructure costs to partners, and capturing of funds received (rent, donations)
Extent to which DFO/GoC invests in a facility/program that attracts partners, potentially going
beyond current science priorities (research, outreach)
Protecting security of staff and research program activities
Ensuring workplace well‐being of government staff
Designing IT security that protect DFO interests and still promote collaboration
Establishing IT infrastructure (HPC, mass data, network capacity) in a timely fashion

Governance
– Establishing collaborative research foci and other programming, while ensuring continuation of
DFO priority research
– Selection of partners
– Role of First Nations and Indigenous peoples in the SEC
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PSEC - Designing Infrastructure to support future
• Consultations with:
– Science Partners Team
– Community Leadership Team
– Existing site users

• Preparation of a Masterprogram and a Masterplan
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PSEC - Understanding Needs
Critical to develop a unique process and a prescriptive path:
• Understand the vision and ideas and players
– CLT, SPT Community Stakeholders, and First Nations etc.
– Science Themes

•

Understand the physical needs and requirements
– Multiple users – Scientists, Researchers, Public, Educational
– Infrastructure – Spaces, Multiple Water Source supply

•

Create project framework to realize the vision
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PSEC - Defining the project
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PSEC - Opportunities for Innovation

It is these opportunities where barriers can
be eliminated…..
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PSEC - Water
Water as the driving design consideration of our work on site:

Research = Water
Issues:
• Aging condition of pipes ‐ kilometers of pipes
• Aging equipment and Site infrastructure
• Water quality issues, disinfection, treatment etc…
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PSEC - Site
Wellwater &
Creek Water

Mesocosm

Municipal Water

Outdoor Tank
Farm
Indoor Tanks

Wharf
Aeration Tower
Marine
Water
Sand filter
building

Main Boiler
Room
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PSEC - Program Components
Water as the driving design consideration of our work on site:

Research = Water
Infrastructure Requirements:
• Assess and Evaluate upgrades to facility piping
• Replace aging infrastructure
• Implement water and effluent treatment facilities
• Deal with recirculation and Filtration systems
• Address and satisfy water quality issues, disinfection, treatment etc…
• Determine required volumes…
including

•
•
•
•

High quality Lab space, work space and research facilities for up to 300 staff
Collaboration space for Community and Education Stakeholders
Public Outreach areas and opportunities
Public outdoor spaces, Parking etc, etc…
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PSEC - Overall Facility Vision
Research + Water
• Underpin the primary areas of the facility
• The research and the science conducted
at the facility support and inform the
educational (collaborative) and exhibition
(public) aspects of the project.
• Improves access and begins to break
down those barriers to the science.
• Dramatic shift in how facilities like federal
research labs are operated and
maintained.
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PSEC - Beginning to break down those barriers
Consultations and Engagement
• Offer another way to begin to break down
those barriers that exist between federal
science and external stakeholders.
• Build on an already significant amount of
public outreach being done on the site
with many organizations and
stakeholders.
• Connect the First Nations interests and
perspectives into this
• Charette sought to identify the potential
storylines and ideas that connects to the
science and the public and offer ways to
exhibit it.
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PSEC - Facility Vision
Improvements in the infrastructure
The need to improve building and site water infrastructure
• Increase access to water and site capacity by 20% capacity
• Build facilities to take this project into the 21st century : water quality, system
reliability, disinfection, treatment, recirculation etc…
• Improving the infrastructure improves the science provides opportunities
More barriers removed…

Improvements in the Facility
• Add new isolation facilities (sockeye research)
• Increase science laboratory support areas by 230% (1,550sqm to 3,500 sqm)
• Add new Collaborative space (700 sqm)
• Add new Public Space (1000 sqm)
• Reclaim the waterfront
More barriers removed…
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PSEC - Overall Planning
Big Picture
• The public and the
research facility connected
by the knowledge hub.
• Area where collaboration
with external organizations
is encouraged but where
the science is still kept
secure.
• This is an area where the
public has the ability to
interact and engage as
well.
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PSEC - Overall Planning
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PSEC - Site Zoning
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PSEC - Conceptual Masterplan Single Option
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PSEC - Next steps
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

School academy that will begin programming in September 2018.
Open House held last June (first one in 45 years) with a follow up next year.
Laboratory and facility upgrades will continue to allow for expanded
collaboration with partners on‐site.
Master‐planning to develop a long‐term vision for the site will continue.
Ongoing consultations with First Nations including an archaeological study.
Science theme development – three workshops held in early 2018, two
more planned for later this year.
Ambitious meeting and tour schedule to engage the community.
Continued search for science partnerships.
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